
Year 2 Home Learning 

Week commencing 30th March 2020 

 

Hello, and welcome to week 2 of home learning!  

Please remember that these exercises are just suggestions for how to keep your child’s 

learning ‘ticking over’ for the coming weeks. I have compiled the tasks in what I feel is the 

most appropriate order to progress through, but feel free to dip in and out depending on your 

child’s needs. You may also find that your child needs more practise in one particular area, in 

which case I would direct you to the learning resources on the school website to find games 

and activities that will reinforce relevant aspects of learning for them. 

Please do not hesitate to contact Mr Gallagher with any queries and between us we will do 

our best to help! 

Best wishes and thank you for your continued support. 

Jessica Harwood 

  

Maths 

This week we are still learning all about money! 

Task 1 – To revise last week’s work on coins, complete the Making Money Challenge finding 

different ways to make 10p and 15p. 

Task 2 – Complete challenge 1 and/or 2 of the Money Addition sheet. Children may need to 

be reminded to use partitioning or the column method to add together two 2-digit numbers 

(see https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-partitioning for more.) 

Task 3 – Complete Change from 50p sheet. 

Task 4 – Complete p.33 of Busy Ants book 2B, using addition to calculate the total cost of 

two pieces of fruit then using subtraction to calculate the change given from the coin shown.  

Task 5 – Have a go at EITHER Busy Ant sheet Time to Shop OR the Find the Total activity 

cards. (The activity cards contain instructions on questions to aid reasoning and 

understanding.) 

 

English 

This week we will continue our work on story telling, looking particularly at the type of 

language used to make the story effective. 

Task 1 – Look at the first part (Introductory Activity: slides 5 - 10) of the Twinkl power point 

on ‘Expanded Noun Phrases’. We have covered nouns as ‘things’ in class but some children 

may need a gentle reminder and the first few slides of this presentation do the job nicely! 

https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-partitioning


Once children are familiar with identifying nouns/noun phrases, have a go at the Twinkl 

Noun Phrases sheet. 

Task 2 – Continue to work through yesterday’s power point on ‘Expanded Noun Phrases’ 

(Independent Focused Activity: slides 11 – 16) then complete the Twinkl Expanded Noun 

Phrases sheet. NB. There are 3 sheets included – please choose the sheet you feel best 

suits your child’s understanding. The challenge increases with the number of stars in 

the top corner of the sheets. 

[Children are already familiar with using adjectives (‘describing words’) to make their 

writing more interesting, but we have not yet referred to this technique as an ‘expanded noun 

phrase’. It would be good to start cementing this vocabulary now, as knowing these terms 

will help them to identify and master different techniques as the move through the school.] 

Task 3 – Return to the Twinkl ‘Expanded Noun Phrases’ power point (Consolidation 

Activity: slides 20 – 22) and complete the Twinkl Using Expanded Noun Phrases sheet. NB. 

There are 3 sheets included – please choose the sheet you feel best suits your child’s 

understanding. The challenge increases with the number of stars in the top corner of the 

sheets. 

Task 4 – If possible, revisit the sentences that the children wrote last week e.g. If I had a 

magic paintbrush I would paint…because…  

Try to spot any noun phrases in these sentences and then have at re-writing at least one of 

them using expanded noun phrases e.g. If I had a magic paintbrush I would paint a castle 

because I would like to have a big bedroom becomes If I had a magic paintbrush I would 

paint a gigantic castle on top of a hill because I would like to have a big, beautifully 

decorated bedroom at the top of the highest tower. 

Don’t panic if you no longer have these sentences to hand, you can always come up with 

some new ones together, or use these examples… 

If I had a magic paintbrush I would paint a cat because I would like a pet. 

If I had a magic paintbrush I would paint a key because I could open any door I liked. 

If I had a magic paintbrush I would paint a sunflower because I would like one for my 

garden. 

Task 5 – Re-read the story of The Magic Paintbrush and choose some noun phrases to 

expand. This can be written down or just done orally of everyone is feeling a bit tired!! 

 

Spelling 

This week’s focus is the /u/ sound spelt o, for example in the words ‘mother’ or ‘brother’. 

Task 1 – Sound sheet 

Children should sound out the word list, ticking those that they know the meaning of and 

circling those that they don’t understand. It would be useful to discuss unknown words 



together. They then write a sentence (or more) using any of the words in the list, checking for 

correct punctuation. 

Task 2 – Connect words 

Draw lines to join up each word and complete the sentences. 

Task 3 – Fill in words 

Use the vocabulary bank to fill in the gaps in each sentence. Copying each complete sentence 

out would also be a good handwriting exercise. 

 

 

 


